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Because of a lack of systematic structuring, much of
the research pertaining to the variables influencing the reader's use
of context as an aid to determining the meaning of textual units is
limited in its applicability. Some of the major variables that have
peen found to influence the reader's use of context are constraints
of textual segment, word frequency, syntactic variables, and
grammatical class form of a word. Theoretical models of grammar
developed by linguists have provided a frame of reference within
which hypotheses and the results of empirical tests can be linked
together to formulate theoretical constructs directed toward new
areas of reading research. Ultimately theory must include both
syntactic a:id semantic accounts of the textual constraints used by
the reader to determine meaning during the readini act. Finally, the
outcome of research efforts must be translate,. into the reading
skills language and made relevant to instructional practices. A

biblioyraphy is included. (Author/DH)
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What variables influence the reader's use of context as an aid to

determining the meaning of ambiguous textual units? The outcomes of re-

CD searchers' attempts to explore specific hypotheses related to this ques-0
tion tend to lack a systematic structuring. The purpose of this paper

is 1) to present a brief overview of wLat major variables have been found

to influence the reader's use of context, 2) to present several reasons

for the lack of a systematic structuring of empirical findings, and 3)

to suggest that at least the effects of semantic and syntactic variable3

on the reader's use of context must be established to formulate a system-

atic data base from which a comprehensive accourt of the relevant facts

can be made.

Rentz (40) stated that theory is the ultimate objective of science.

He contends that methodology must be within itr prJper context as only

00
r4 a portion of a larger research process. Thus, there exists a depending

relationship between theory and data, such that theory must always refer

back to empirical reports and at the same time point forward to new

0°1
empirical areas. Reading research concerned with what variables influ-

ence the reader's use of context to determine meaning has been sorely
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lacking a consistent production of movement from empirical reports toward

new empirical areas.

Weaver (53) pointed out that regardless of what criterion of re-

search is used, reading investigations have not produced theoretical

structures which engender confidence that any sort of theory-research

interchange is going on.

The applicability of Weaver's observations to the study of context

is suggested by the broad gap between approaches to the study of context

used by psycholinguistic and educational researchers. Moreover, a direct

information interchange appears to preclude a theory-research inter-

change (34).

Studies of context carried out from 1942 to 1965 by reading special-

ists have substituted a priori opinion for theory development and have

been narrowly confined to clue schemes (6; 31; 45; 46; 23; 17; 3; 37; 38).

Clues such as main ideas, parenthetical clauses, mood and tone, words in

a series etc. have been analyzed. However, the studies of such textual

segments have not been carefully controlled. The measures, the responses,

the research designs, and the statistical analyses used have been too

confounded to offer a data base for theory-research interchange.

Psycholinguistic research has tended to try to establish empirical

data to define the constraints of textual segments. Position of a word

(1; 42; 25) has been found to place constraint on the correct responses

given to a deleted word. The bilateral distribution of a text (2; 18),

grammatical class form of a word (52; 7; 30; 36), word frequency (57;

24;22) and syntactic variables (12; 20; 48; 14) have been shown to in-

fluence the reader's response to a completion task where words are
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deleted from a textual situation by some specified procedure. However,

psycholinguistic findings also lack an ordered structuring from which

new empirical areas can be clearly suggested.

Weaver's (51) propositions about responses to cloze measures pro-

vided a structure that pointed to new areas of empirical study relevant

to the description of the reader's use of context to determine the meaning

of a word unit. He proposed that reading, as decoding, proceeds sequen-

tially from left to right and perpendicularly at every language unit in

the sequence. Thus, a deletion met in context imposes on the reader a

search procedure controlled by hypothetical differential relationships

K.iong the immediate syntactic and semantic variables on particular lan-

guage units. ':eaver did not consider human search procedures to be logi-

cal )r exhaustive. Yet, since 1965, few reading researchers (8) have

used cloze vocedures systematically to determine differentials between

semantic and syntactic constraint variables.

There have been a number of recent psycholinguistic studies of read-

ing which lean heavily on models of grammar developed by theoretical

linguists. Perhaps Chomsky (9; 10) has been given to be the most promi-

nent source of influence. The importance of theoretical models of gram-

mar lies in the fact that they provide a frame of reference, within which

hypotheses and the results of empirical tests can be linked together to

formulate theoretical constructs directed toward new areas of reading re.

search. An excellent example, Schlesinger's (43) investigations of sen-

tence structure provided a series of studies yielding data about the

effects of syntactic variables on reading behaviors. Schlesinger's re-

search was unique because it included systematic experimentation, uti-

lized replication to test alternative sources of explanation, focused
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on one specified level of textual constraint, and proceeded within a

set of specific research hypotheses formulated in concordance with a

model of grammar.

Certainly, evidence has been found without models that syntax ef-

fects the determination of word meaning and effects the interpretation

of units of printed information larger than the word. Syntactical con-

strent variables have been reported to operate at both mature and begin-

ning stages of reading behavior.

Miller's (32) ear'y exploratory studies of oral conversation showed

that the unit of speech is larger than the word unit and nearer a syntac-

tic constituent. Since then, a number of studies have offered compelling

evidence that the reader decodes print in units which are syntactically

determined (28; 33; 54; 11).

One sound indication of the efficacy of syntactic effects on the

reader's use of context is the consistency of reports using different

response indices. A variety of response indices have been used which

indicate that the reader is highly sensitive to the grammatical relations

of the content he reads. Labov (29) used proper intonation of homonyms

as an iadi:ator of the presence of syntactical constraint effects on de-

coding word units. Oral reading error indices (21; 55) have been used

to analyze, by logical deduction, the operation of syntactical constraints

on textual units larger than the wore. Response latencies (4) as units

of analysis have indicated that laten,..ies to oral probes are longer at

syntactic constituents. Indices of correct responses to completion mea-

sures (13) or multiple choice measures (49) under varying, nonsensical

or distorted language conditions suggest that syntactical variables may

pose mere serious problems for decoding than w1/1 distortions of se-

mantic variables.
4
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Hence, theoretical models of grammar have indirectly led to a dearth

of studies which, when systematically gathered and analyzed, may provide

estimates of the parameters of syntactical constraint variables operating

on the reader's use of context to determine meaning.

The lack of systematic research reports like Schlesinger's should be

a matter of grave concern. That is, even an abundance of rigorous research

findings doesn't ipso facto provide a clear view of the interrelationships

between syntactic variables.

An implicit danger in the present approaches to studying context is

in emphasizing bits and pieces of reading behavior (34) to the exclusion

of the formulation of theory which ultimately includes both syntactic and

semantic accounts of the textual constraints used by the reader to deter-

mine meaning during the reading act.

Semantic theory (26; 47) has been stated tc take over the explanation

of a speaker's ability to produce and understand new sentences at the

point where grammar leaves off.

Katz & Fodor (26) suggested the form in which such a theory may be

characterized. The objective of semantic thee .v would be to reconstruct

the interpretation sentences (p. 181). Though a logical distinction be-

tween a theory of grammar and a theory of semantics is desirable, its

psychological existence is a matter of empirical test. Two obvious dis-

tinctions may suggest the basis for a logical separation. First, suppose

one reads "The dog bit me" and "The rat bit me." Though the sentences

only differ morphemically, they are interpreted as different in meaning.

Other sentences differing only morpheMically are interpreted as iden-

tical in meaning, e.g. "The oculist examined me" and "The eye doctor

examined me." Grammar cannot account for these facts. Second, some

rti
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sentences of radically different syntactic structure are synonymous,

while other syntactically different sentences are not, e.g. "Three girls

are in the room" and "There are at least three persons in the room alid each

is a girl. Grammar cannot account for the interpretation of these types

of sentence structures. Katz & Fodor (26) point out that the interpre-

tation of such sentences is determined in part by the meanings of their

morphemes and by semantic relations among morphemes. They suggest a theory

of semantics must include at least a dictionary component and a set of

rules with which to project variables that effect the possible readings

of ambiguous sentences and the selection cues used to interpret lexical

meanings.

Raygor (39) purported that the development of a definition of reading

must specify the stimulus response situation and a criterion for deter-

mining whether a response is in control of a stimulus. Similarly, studies

of semantic variable and syntactic variable functions should be carried

out by specifying the independent variables, and the units of observation

inferred to represent that the observed response is it fact under control

of the hypothesized stimulus.

However, a note of caution is merited where language situations are

contrived such that they hive no counterpart in natural language or textual

situations. To be sure, studies of highly nested sentence structures

(43) or negative, passive, and negative-passive sentence forms (49) have

been shown to ftt Raygor's criteria for defining reading but are highly

contrived and artificial samples of the difficulty of interpreting textual

or oral language segments. Furthermore, caution is warranted in assuming

that learning and comprehension processes are necessarily isomorphic and

that the variables identified as important in one situation are equally

6
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important in the other. For example, flanks (15) found that interword

association and word frequency individually accounted for only one percent

o the variance where the dependent variable of iaterest was sentence

understanding as measured by response latency indices. Assuredly Danks'

findings are limited to mature readers. Yet, otter investigators (50;

41), working with similar age levels, have shown both variables to have

significant effects on learning of verbal material.

A few studies have been carried out which empirically contribute to

the efficacy of the common sense notion that semantic as well as syntactic

constraints must ultimately account for the determination of meaning during

the reading act.

At the word level where a reader is confronted with an unknown word

(56), studies have shown that low-literate adults as well as younger chil-

dren give evidence of a lack of differentiation between word meaning and

sentence meaning. Often meanings of words were entirely dependent upon

the meaning of the sentence. A more recent rep:ication of these findings

(5) indicated that concept attainment of an unknown word is facilitated

by a small variety of good context settings. But if the contextual

setting is poor, a large variety on contexts is more likely to produce

a learned word at a conceptual level (pp. 25-30). Apparently the effects

of varied context is dependent on contextual constraint variables.

At the sentence level of interpretation Danks (15) found that the

understanding of sentences was prUarily a function of meaning and to a

lesser extent a function of grammar. Ratings of sentence comprehensibility

were also shown to yield three factors c,mprising the comprehensibility

of sentences; 1) ungrammaticalness, 2) unmeaningfulness and 3) the joint

function of grammar and lexical meaning. Downey & Hakes (16), and Deese
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(44) have shown that subjects can scale meaningfulness independently

from grammaticalness when presented with semantically deviant sentences.

Perhaps the same kinds of rules profitable in the analysis of syntax

constraints may not be productive when applied to the study of semantic

constraints operating on the reader while he interprets sentence meaning

(35).

At the paragraph level, Koen, Becker & Young (27) have suggested :hat

the paragraph is a psychologically real unit. Furthermore, they found that

the identification of paragraph structures in normal English versions of

passages was largely based on semantic cues. A median correlation of .71

was found between the proportion of subjects marking paragraph boundaries

in nonsense and normal versions of the same English passages. The responses

of children, ages 7 to 8, indicated that the concept of "paragraph" was

not meaningful to then. Furthermore, the relationship between semantic and

formal markers contributing to the discrimination of paragraph structures

was not a simple one (p. 53). Identification of paragraph structure ap-

peared to be effected by increases in age and educational experience.

In conclusion, definitions of context and specific concextual con-

straint components must arise out of experimental research designs which

account, through experimental manipulation, for the independent effects

and interaction effezts of semantic and syntactic textual variables.

The inclusion of hypothetical constructs as analogues to theory de-

velopment are necessary. They provide a framework within which empirical

findings can be systematically tested thereby, used to formulate new

directions which lead to a comprehensive mapping of those textual con-

straints used by the reader to determine meaning at various levels of

the organization of coded information. To accomplish such ar. ambitious
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goal requires ihat at least syntactic and semantic models be developed

which are logically consistent with the facts known about textual con-

straint variables. When operationally defined these variables can ba

systematically tested. Models should be replicated across developmental

levels of reading behaviors. The means of obtaining response observa-

tions should be considered intervening variables. Observational condi-

tions must be replicated to ensure that sampling error alone is not ac-

countable for the accountable variance and/or statistical diffr,rences

attributed to semantic or syntactic variables. Finally, the outcomes of

such research efforts must be translated into the reading skills language

and teaching situations relevant to the instructional practices of reading

specialists.

it
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